
Windows Licensing 7: Rectal

Insertion

1 Overview

Windows 71 is a beast to activate. Constant cat & mouse game,
where the admins are slowly trained that the best way to get it
activated is to pay for it. But what if you did pay, and then it gets
disactivated somehow? Pay for it again. It’s the fastest way. Only a
fool goes down the rabbit hole of trying to illegally activate a legal
copy of Win72.

2 Details

User had Windows 8. Their IT advised them to downgrade to
7 because 8 was garbage. 5-10 years later, the license unexpectedly
becomes inactive.

Notes: The users had actually taken a screenshot of the windows
ID, in the system screen, but this wasn’t the windows key. It was the

1Before someone complains about the title rectal insertion, I will say that gen-
erally humans (and animals) don’t like things inserted into this oriface, and if you
need proof, then consider that they don’t make recreational drugs in suppository
form (as George Carlin says).

2Some users have been managing a list at rentry.co/fwt which details backdoor
activation of some Windows. For now, I will use that, when necessary. To be
fair, 7 will run without much fuss these days (didn’t always, though. I remember
Vista and 7 used to shut down after 30 minutes) though it will have a message on
the background that says ’not valid’. Not a problem for those hacking around.
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OEM ID. That was a trap. If it says OEM, you can get the windows
key from a vbs script provided on lenovos webpage for finding win7
keys, (I’ll include it in the git). That is what they should’ve used.

Cat & mouse. Even for paying customers. If there is a way to
screw you, they will screw you. You might even take a picture of
what you thought was the ID. Well, it wasn’t the ID. Predatory
business model, really.

3 Test.vbs

In this folder, is a copy of a visual basic script that will run on
Win7 to get the true product key/id whatever it is being called. Not
the fake OEM one that is where the key used to be in control panel
- system. It seems to work, sometimes,
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